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Electronic conductivity in Ni xCr1Àx and NixCu1Àx fcc alloy systems
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First-principles calculations of transport properties of disordered alloys based on the Kubo-Greenwood
formalism and the spin-polarized Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approximation are presented.
Application to the fcc alloy systems NixCr12x and NixCu12x yields results for the residual resistivity, anoma-
lous magnetoresistance, and the magnetic moments that are in very satisfying agreement with experiment. In
particular, the different sign for the resistance anisotropy in NixCr12x and NixCu12x and the concentration of
the onset of magnetism could be reproduced. Scalar-relativistic calculations were performed on the basis of the
two-current model in order to assess the importance of relativistic effects in these systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Galvanomagnetic effects in ferromagnetic alloy system
such as the anomalous magnetoresistance~AMR! ~some-
times called spontaneous magnetoresistance anisotropy! and
the anomalous Hall resistivity~AHR! have been used fo
many years in the sensor technology.1 The discovery of the
so-called giant magnetoresistance~GMR! in multilayer
systems2 and recently of the colossal magnetoresista
~CMR! in perovskites3 with promising technological pros
pects also renewed interest in the conventional galvanom
netic or magnetoresistance phenomena. Although it has b
known for more than 40 years that these phenomena hav
intrinsic origin, namely, the interplay of the spin-orbit co
pling ~SOC! and spontaneous magnetization,4 a realistic the-
oretical description accounting for both sources could
given only recently.5

This theoretical approach combines the Kubo-Greenw
formalism6,7 with a fully relativistic description of the under
lying electronic structure. It has been successfully applied
detailed investigations of the residual resistivity and AMR
several random alloy systems.8–12 Application of a spin-
polarized relativistic scheme is necessary to account for
symmetry reduction caused by the simultaneous presenc
SOC and spontaneous magnetization in a parameter
way. Solving the Dirac equation within the Korringa-Koh
Rostoker ~KKR! coherent potential approximation~CPA!,
the Kubo-Greenwood equation can be used straightforwa
to calculate the residual resistivity tensor elements. Furt
more, by manipulating the SOC,13,14 one gets access—i
contrast to the familiar two-current model15 used in the
past—to the spin-dependent scattering mechanisms, w
are sources for the AMR, in a first-principles manner.8,12

The fcc alloy systems NixCr12x and NixCu12x were cho-
sen for the present study because of their interesting tr
port and magnetic properties and also because of the a
ability of experimental data. Both alloy systems exist in
0163-1829/2003/68~13!/134404~8!/$20.00 68 1344
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paramagnetic and ferromagnetic state with a phase trans
at a critical Ni concentration~depending on the alloy system!
without changing their crystal structure.16,17 This permits in
principle to apply the adopted theoretical description to
para- as well as ferromagnetic phases. However, a di
comparison with experiment is problematic for the param
netic phase close to the phase transition, because of the
currence of giant magnetic moments.16,18 Furthermore, an
anomalous temperature dependence of the resistivity nea
critical composition is also characteristic for both alloys.19–21

In addition, for NixCu12x the magnetic phase transition
preceded by a superparamagnetic state22 followed by a spin-
glass-like ordering.23,24The NixCr12x alloy system is known
to possess so-called virtual bound states~VBS! in their den-
sity of states,15 giving rise to further peculiarities, such as
negative AMR ratio25 and average alloy moments that do n
follow the general trend of a Slater-Pauling plot.26 For these
reasons we present not only theoretical results on the ga
nomagnetic properties of NixCr12x and NixCu12x , but also
data connected to their electronic and magnetic proper
obtained within fully and scalar-relativistic calculations.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

For ferromagnetic cubic solids with magnetization alo
the z axis, the resistivity tensor

r5s215S r' 2rH 0

rH r' 0

0 0 r i
D ~1!

reflects the reduced symmetry of the system. In the param
netic case this tensor is diagonal with all elements identi
The tensor elementsr' andr i are the transverse~for current
perpendicular to the magnetization! and longitudinal ~for
current parallel to the magnetization! resistivities, whilerH
denotes the spontaneous or anomalous Hall resistivity.
anomalous magnetoresistance ratio is defined by
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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Dr

r̄
5

r i2r'

r̄
. ~2!

Here r̄ is the isotropic resistivity that is obtained by avera
ing the diagonal elements of the resistivity tensor~1!, i.e.,

r̄5
1

3
~2r'1r i!. ~3!

Most ferromagnetic alloy systems show a positive AMR
tio, i.e.,r i.r' . However, in systems such as NixCr12x , the
opposite situation (r i,r') appears. Experimentally, th
AMR ratio andr̄ are obtained by measuring the longitudin
and transverse resistivity as a function of the applied exte
magnetic field and then extrapolating the results to zero fi

An efficient method for calculating the diagonal eleme
of the resistivity tensor~1! for disordered alloys is given by
linear response theory via the Kubo-Greenwood equatio6,7

rmm
215

\

pVcryst
Tr^ j mIm G1~EF! j mIm G1~EF!&conf. ~4!

Here j m is them spatial component of the electronic curre
density operatorj andG1(EF) the positive side limit of the
single-particle Green function at the Fermi energyEF . Using
multiple scattering theory in combination with the Korring
Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! method of band structure calculatio
the electronic Green function in real space can be determ
with a very high accuracy expressed in terms of the so-ca
scattering-path operatort ~Ref. 27!

G1~rn ,rm ,E!5 (
QQ8

ZQ
n ~rn ,E!tQQ8

nm
~E!ZQ8

m3
~rm ,E!

1Girr
1~rn ,rm ,E!, ~5!

whereZQ
n (rn ,E) are the regular solutions of the Schro¨dinger

~or Dirac! equation for the potential well at lattice siten. The
part involving the irregular solutions,Girr

1(rn ,rm ,E), can be
suppressed in Eq.~4! because it is purely real within th
atomic sphere approximation. The combined quantum n
ber indexQ stands in the nonrelativistic or scalar-relativis
case for (l ,ml) and the relativistic case forL[(k,m).28

Using the Green function obtained by applying the coh
ent potential approximation~KKR-CPA!, Eq. ~4! provides
the residual resistivity for randomly disordered alloy syste
at T50 K. This implies that for the resistivity only the
chemical disorder is accounted for, while other contributio
coming from lattice imperfections, grain boundarie
phonons, magnons are neglected. Accordingly, the ave
^•••&conf in Eq. ~4! stands for the configurational average
a disordered alloy. The way in which this configuration
average of two Green functions can be evaluated within
KKR-CPA was first worked out by Butler.29 Since then the
scheme has been applied with success to a variety of p
magnetic alloy systems.8–12,30

Recently, it has become possible to extend Butler’s f
mulas to deal with ferromagnetic alloy systems5 within the
spin polarized relativistic~SPR! version of the KKR-CPA.31
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This was a necessary step to be made, because only the
relativistic description of the underlying electronic structu
of ferromagnets accounts properly for the reduced symm
induced by the simultaneous occurrence of the spontane
magnetization and spin-orbit coupling. Our SPR-KKR-CP
version of the Kubo-Greenwood formalism includes all re
tivistic effects, in particular, the so-called scalar-relativis
effects, namely the Darwin and the mass-velocity term a
the spin-orbit coupling. For a detailed study of the impact
these relativistic effects on the galvanomagnetic propertie
ferromagnetic alloy systems, see Ref. 8.

Often galvanomagnetic properties are discussed on
basis of the two-current model~see, for example, Ref. 10 an
the references therein!. This model accounts for the two
sources of the AMR, the spin polarization and spin-orbit co
pling, in a rather simple manner assuming the relation

Dr

r̄
5gS r↓

r↑ 21D . ~6!

Here g is a measure for the strength of the spin-orbit co
pling. The subband resistivitiesr↑ and r↓ are assumed to
contribute independently to the total resistivity, like two pa
allel resistors do, leading to the averaged resistivity

1

r̄
5

1

r↓ 1
1

r↑ . ~7!

Neither r↓, r↑ nor g can be measured directly. The form
are usually determined from deviations from Matthiese
rule for ternary alloys or from the temperature dependenc
the resistivity of binary alloys.32 In contrast to this, within a
scalar-relativistic calculation, where the spin-orbit coupli
is not taken into account, one has direct access to the
subband resistivitiesr↓ and r↑. The parameterg can be
deduced from experimental data on the basis of Eq.~6! as-
suming that it is concentration independent.10,33 Hence, the
experimental data forg cannot prove the applicability of the
two-current model, because its validity is implicitly accept
wheng is calculated from Eq.~6!.

Our previous work has shown that the simple two-curr
model works well for systems without high spin polarizatio
such as fcc CoxPd12x or fcc CoxPt12x ,9 but fails for Ni-
based binary alloy systems, such as fcc FexNi12x and fcc
CoxNi12x , for which a high spin polarization at the Ferm
level occurs.10 In the latter case even an extended tw
current model including the rate of spin-flip transitions do
not lead to significant improvements compared to fully re
tivistic results. Furthermore, it was shown in Refs. 9 and
that g has a rather pronounced dependence on the con
tration. Therefore, in the present paper we compared
fully relativistically calculated AMR ratio only with the
scalar-relativistically obtainedr↓/r↑21 term @see Eq.~6!#.
In spite of the questionable applicability of the two-curre
model, it appears to remain a very simple tool to interp
and understand the galvanomagnetic properties of ferrom
netic alloy systems on an intuitive basis. For that reason
have used it in the following.
4-2
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ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY IN THE NixCr12x AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 134404 ~2003!
All the results presented in this paper were obtained us
either the relativistic or the scalar-relativistic version of t
Kubo-Greenwood formalism including CPA-vertex corre
tions. Matrix elements up tol max53 were considered in al
of the calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic properties

The fully relativistic density of states as a function of N
concentration projected into the majority and minority sp
channel is given in Figs. 1 and 2 for NixCr12x and
NixCu12x , respectively. Comparing these two figures, o
observes that the changes in the density of states upon
tion of Cr or Cu to Ni are quite different. This well-know
scattering center effect25 shows up already for small concen
trations of the impurity and its manifestation depends on
character of the impurity potential relative to the host~in this
case Ni!. The less attractive potential of Cr induces reson
d states in the vicinity of the Fermi level, the so-called v
tual bound states~VBS’s!,34 which do not appear in
NixCu12x due to the more attractive potential of Cu. For th
reason, in the latter case the states near the Fermi leve
almost entirely dominated by the Nid states.

In the past it was often assumed that VBS’s appear onl
the spin-up subsystem.35 However, calculations using th
KKR Green function method36 have shown that the virtua
bound states induced by Cr impurity in Ni exist in both sp
channels. Our SPR-KKR-CPA calculations~shown in Fig. 1!
complete this by demonstrating that the virtual bound sta
induced by Cr persist over a wide concentration range
dominate the entire ferromagnetic phase of NixCr12x for

FIG. 1. Spin-projected density of statesn(E) as a function of Ni
content for NixCr12x (50%<xNi>95%) obtained using the SPR
KKR-CPA method. Projection of the density of states into major
and minority spin subsystem is given in the top and bottom pa
respectively. The bold solid line represents the Fermi level.
13440
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both spin directions. Furthermore, the density of states at
Fermi level in the majority subsystem is always higher th
that in the minority subsystem. Connected with this, it w
found that the local magnetic moment of Cr is always an
parallel to that of Ni~see Sec. III B!. As a consequence, th
minority subband resistivity is smaller than that for the m
jority subsystem. This gives a simple explanation for t
observed negative AMR~a more detailed discussion will b
given in Sec. III C 2! derived within the two-current model
Apparently, the peak in the density of states curve
NixCr12x identified as a VBS disappears if the Cr conte
further increases. However, the partial density of states o
~not given in Fig. 1! shows that the partially filled peak origi
nating from Cr persists throughout the entire concentrat
range.

In contrast to NixCr12x , the density of states for ferro
magnetic NixCu12x alloy shows a behavior quite typical fo
strong ferromagnets. In the ferromagnetic phase and in
vicinity of the Fermi level the total density of states is dom
nated by the Ni contribution, i.e., the Fermi level is situat
in the minority subsystem on top of a peak coming from N
whereas in the majority channel this peak is almost fu
occupied. This has the consequence that the entire ave
alloy moment will be localized on the Ni site while the C
magnetic moment will be very small. Moreover, the subba
resistivity in the spin-down direction will be larger than th
in the other spin direction. Accordingly, the AMR is found
be positive on the basis of the two-current model~see also
Secs. III C 2 and III B!.

B. Magnetic properties

The generalized Slater-Pauling plots~GSP! for NixCr12x
and NixCu12x alloy systems are given in Fig. 3. This gene
alization of the Slater-Pauling curves26 permits us to include

l,
FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for NixCu12x (0<xNi<80%).
4-3
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in the overview alloy systems like NixCr12x , which show a
pronounced departure from the regular behavior in a Sla
Pauling plot~SP!. The plots are based on the magnetic v
lenceZm that for a binary alloy systemAxB12x is defined as
the concentration-weighted average:

Zm5xZm
A1~12x!Zm

B , ~8!

Zm
A(B)52Nd

↑;A(B)2Zv
A(B) ~9!

with Zv
A(B) the chemical valence andNd

↑;A(B) the number ofd
electrons in the majority spin subsystem. This quantity i
mediately allows one to distinguish between strong and w
ferromagnets. A strong ferromagnet, e.g., would have ei

FIG. 3. Generalized Slater-Pauling plot for NixCr12x ~top! and
NixCu12x ~bottom!. The average alloy momentsmspin ~in mB units!
calculated fully relativistically are represented by full symbols a
the scalar-relativistic data are given by open symbols. Circles
used for NixCr12x and squares for NixCu12x . The experimental
data were taken from Ref. 16 (*) and Ref. 26 (3) for NixCr12x ,
and from Ref. 26 (L) for NixCu12x . The straight line with the 45°
slope corresponds tomspin5Zm10.6 as function of the averag
magnetic valenceZm .
13440
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Nd
↑55, i.e., fully occupiedd↑ bands, or entirely emptyd↑

bands and consequentlyNd
↑50. Taking the chemical valenc

Zv according to the periodic table, one getsZm
Ni50,

Zm
Cr526, andZm

Cu521, respectively. This leads to the av
erage alloy moment:

mspin5Zm12Nsp
↑ . ~10!

As it was shown in Ref. 37, the number ofspelectrons in the
majority spin subsystemNsp

↑ is a small noninteger, typica
between 0.3 and 0.45. Although all the calculated spin m
ments for NixCr12x lie betweenmspin5Zm10.9 andmspin
5Zm10.6, in Fig. 3 only the latter straight line is given.

A first inspection of Fig. 3 shows that the average all
moments calculated fully relativistically are always bigg
than those obtained scalar-relativistically, but there is
qualitative change in the variation ofmspin with Zm . Some
experimental data16 for NixCr12x show a stricter linearity
than our calculatedmspin or that listed in Ref. 26~see Fig. 3
top!. It is noteworthy that the latter experimental values f
mspin show essentially the same variation with concentrat
as ours and that they are mostly situated between the f
relativistic and scalar-relativistic results. A better agreem
between experiment and theory is obtained for NixCu12x
~Fig. 3 bottom!, where the linearity ofmspin versusZm is
more pronounced than for NixCr12x . Obviously, both alloy
systems investigated here present a strong deviation from
linear behavior of mspin(Zm) near the paramagnetic
ferromagnetic transition region. In the case of NixCr12x this
can be explained by the changes in the electronic struc
near the critical concentration~see Sec. III A!. In the case of
NixCu12x the main source of the deviation seems to be p
colation, which assists the magnetic phase transition.17

The mspin curve of NixCu12x outside the ‘‘transition re-
gion’’ ~sayZm.20.45) is parallel toZm10.6. Hence, based
on the definition given by Williams and co-workers,37 we can
conclude that NixCu12x for x.55 at. % Ni is a strong ferro-
magnet. For 45.5,x,55 at. % Ni the alloy system
NixCu12x turns out to be a weak ferromagnet because
average alloy moment lies belowZm10.6 andmspin(Zm) has
a slope different from 45°.

As it was anticipated by Williamset al.,26 the calculated
average alloy moment of NixCu12x follows closely the
straight lineZm10.6. If we were to identify 0.6mB in the
expressionmspin5Zm10.6 with the appropriate value o
mspin

Ni instead of 2Nsp
↑ , the average NixCu12x moment could

be written mspin5mspin
Ni 2xCu @see also Eq.~8! for Zm

Ni50
and Zm

Cu521]. Remembering thatZv
Cu2Zv

Ni51, Eq. ~10!
could then be replaced by Mott’s formula38

mspin5mspin
Ni 2xCu~Zv

Cu2Zv
Ni!. ~11!

Although this formula was derived by Mott within the rigid
band model, it does not imply that this model yields go
results for NixCu12x . On the other hand, our SPR-KKR-CP
calculations show explicitly that Eq.~11! does not require the
applicability of the rigid-band model. The reason for this
the basic assumption leading to Eq.~10!: Nsp

↑ andNd
↑ should

remain unchanged upon alloying. In other words, Eq.~10!
and consequently Eq.~11! are not dependent on the partic
lar configuration of the bands or on the method used to
culate these.

re
4-4
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ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY IN THE NixCr12x AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 134404 ~2003!
Similar, if the average alloy moment of NixCr12x fol-
lowed the line Zm10.6, Eq. ~10! could be replaced by
Friedel’s formula34

mspin5mspin
Ni 2xCr@101~Zv

Cr2Zv
Ni!#. ~12!

This expression can be seen as an extended Mott form
that accounts for the virtual bound states. Indeed, due to
bound state crossing the Fermi level, one expects to have
electrons less in the majority spin subsystem leading to
electrons more in the other spin channel. Thus one ha
consider a change of ten electrons in Eq.~11!. Although Eq.
~12! gives the proper physics behind Eq.~10!, NixCr12x
shows an appreciable deviation from the expected trend e
when the generalized Slater-Pauling plot is used to ana
mspin . Moreover, Eq.~12! overestimates the critical concen
tration. Indeed, requiring just to have a positive average a
moment for NixCr12x , Eq. ~12! fixes the critical concentra
tion above 90 at. % Ni in contrast to the observed or cal
lated value, which is around 85 at. % Ni.

All the features ofmspin(Zm) presented above for bot
alloy systems investigated here find a rather simple expla
tion if one closely inspects the total number of electrons
the majority spin subsystem (N↑5Nsp

↑ 1Nd
↑) versus the mag-

netic valence. In order to trace the differences in the ca
lated average alloy moment for NixCu12x and NixCr12x , N↑

gives a better insight thanNsp
↑ or Nd

↑ alone. The reason fo
this is the charge transfer observed between the different
subsystems andl channels, because this mechanism ma
Nsp

↑ to be around 0.70 electrons instead of the expected v
of 0.30 and less than five electrons forNd

↑ . These assump
tions used for setting up the Slater-Pauling plots are ob
ously not consistent with our SPR-KKR-CPA results.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the average a
moment of NixCu12x is primarily provided by the magneti
moments localized on Ni sites. The Cu moments are v
small ~few 1023 mB). In contrast, Cr possesses an app
ciable local moment in the concentration range, wh
NixCr12x is magnetically ordered and is always aligned a
tiparallel to the local magnetic moments of Ni.

C. Transport properties

1. Isotropic residual resistivity

The results of the CPA-based calculations of the isotro
residual resistivity are shown and compared to experime
data in Fig. 4. Obviously, the overall concentration dep
dence of the isotropic residual resistivity (r̄) determined ex-
perimentally is reproduced quite well. The reason for
remaining quantitative discrepancy between calculated
measuredr̄ is twofold. First, the theoretical residual resisti
ity is caused exclusively by chemical disorder in the a
proach used. Experimental data, however, always con
contributions coming from impurities, lattices defects, gra
boundaries, phonons, magnons, etc.20 Moreover, anomalies
in the temperature dependence of the resistivity can in
duce further complications when the data are extrapolate
0 K. This applies to both alloy systems investigated here.21,39
13440
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One should note that transport calculations of the kind p
sented here mostly underestimate the resistivity due to th
reasons.

For NixCu12x the difference between experimental a
calculatedr̄ takes its maximum near the critical compositio
where the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic phase trans
occurs~Fig. 4, top panel!. One reason for this could be th
clustering effects known in the transition region,40 which
cannot be incorporated in a plain CPA-based resistiv
calculation.41 The clusters built up mainly by Ni atoms ap
pear at concentrations above 44 at. % Ni~Ref. 20! and persist
up to 50 at. % Ni~Ref. 42!. Due to their highly localized
magnetic properties, these spin clusters are responsible
anomalies in the temperature19,20 and concentration
dependence17 of the resistivity. Their impact on the magnet

FIG. 4. Isotropic residual resistivity vs Ni concentration f
NixCr12x ~top! and NixCu12x ~bottom!. Full symbols denote results
obtained in fully relativistic calculations, while open symbols r
sulted from the two-current model calculations within a scal
relativistic scheme. Circles are used in case of NixCr12x and
squares for NixCu12x . The vertical dotted line indicates the critica
concentration obtained theoretically. Experimental values w
taken for NixCr12x from Refs. 48 (v), 49 (x) and for NixCu12x

from Refs. 19 (3), 20 (L), 39 ~1!, and 50 (*).
4-5
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A. VERNES, H. EBERT, AND J. BANHART PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 134404 ~2003!
behavior of NixCu12x in the transition region is even mor
pronounced. The initial paramagnetic, Cu-rich alloy tur
into a superparamagnetic regime containing magnetic c
ters with up to 10mB moments with increasing Ni content22,43

such that the onset of ferromagnetism is preceded by a s
glass-like ordering.23,24

In spite of the limitations of the CPA due to its single-s
character~averaging out the effect of neighbors around t
scattering centers!, it nevertheless allows us to reproduce t
critical concentration with an accuracy of 1 at. % Ni. Bas
on our calculated average alloy magnetic moments and A
ratios we found 45.5 at. % Ni, while the measuremen17

show the appearance of ferromagnetism at 44.5 at. %
Furthermore, the maximum ofr̄ is positioned in very good
agreement with experimental data. Probably due to the e
tence of magnetic clustersr̄ does not achieve its maximum
at the critical concentration as it was believed in the pas44

Hence the different curvature ofr̄(x) on both sides of the
maximum is related rather to the subband resistivities an
the density of states at the Fermi level,n(EF) ~see Sec.
III A ! than to the magnetic order in NixCu12x .

Comparing the subband resistivitiesr↑ andr↓ as a func-
tion of Ni concentration obtained from scalar-relativistic sp
polarized KKR-CPA calculations~not presented here!, one
observes thatr̄ closely follows the concentration dependen
of r↑. This is a direct consequence of Eq.~7! and of the fact
that r↓ is more than twice as large asr↑ almost over the
entire concentration range of ferromagnetic NixCu12x .

Comparison of the fully relativistic isotropic resistivityr̄
with that calculated using the two-current model~hence the
scalar-relativistic scheme! reveals that the inclusion of th
spin-orbit coupling reduces the difference between the th
retical and experimental data for the ferromagnetic phase
contrast, SOC has the opposite effect on the paramagner̄
and lowers the residual resistivity, thus improving agreem
with the experiments.

The same impact of SOC onr̄ can be observed in the cas
of NixCr12x—compare the fully relativistic data with thos
obtained scalar-relativistically in Fig. 4~top!. SOC lowers
the residual resistivity in the paramagnetic phase and
creases it in the ferromagnetic regime. Unfortunately, no
perimental data are available below 90 at. % Ni in the cas
NixCr12x and hence the comparison of our results with
experimental data cannot be made for the whole range
concentrations. The lack of experimental transport data
NixCr12x can be explained to some extent by the prima
interest in the effect of scattering centers in Ni, which nee
to be studied only for dilute alloys. In the Ni-rich regio
where experimentalr̄ data are available, our calculated da
are found to be always lower~several possible sources fo
the deviation were given above! than those measured an
show an appreciable departure from a linear variation. Th
understandable becauser̄ is proportional to the impurity
concentration only as long as the alloy systems are dilut

In contrast to NixCu12x , the residual resistivityr̄ for
NixCr12x closely follows the subband resistivityr↓ as long
as the alloy system is ferromagnetic, namely for Ni conc
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trations above the critical concentration 84.5 at. % Ni.
expected from the density of states~see Sec. III A, Fig. 1!
that exhibits a higher value at the Fermi level in the major
subsystem than in the minority one due to the VBS induc
by Cr, r↑ is twice as large asr↓.

2. Anomalous magnetoresistance ratio

The fully relativistic results for the AMR ratio of
NixCr12x and NixCu12x are given in Fig. 5. For NixCr12x
the calculations predict a strong negative AMR ratio in t
ferromagnetic regime. Experimental values are also nega
but their absolute values are much smaller. It is quite pr
able that impurities present in the samples weakened the
fluence of Cr, which is due to its VBS. This influence c

FIG. 5. Anomalous magnetoresistance~AMR! as a function of
Ni concentration for NixCr12x ~top! and NixCu12x ~bottom!, respec-

tively. Full symbols give the AMR ratioDr/ r̄ obtained based on
the SPR-KKR-CPA method and open symbols are used fora21,
where a5r↓/r↑ is the ratio of subband resistivitiesr↑,r↓ calcu-
lated within the framework of scalar-relativistic SP-KKR-CPA
circles are used in case of NixCr12x and squares for NixCu12x , and
triangles (x) stand for the experimental AMR values of NixCr12x

~Ref. 49!. The inset in the bottom panel contains the experimen
AMR ratios for NixCu12x (d) together with the error bars as give
in Ref. 17.
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easily be diminished when impurities are added, which aff
the density of states in a different way.

For NixCu12x the AMR ratio rises from 0% to about 11%
as one goes from the onset of ferromagnetism at 45% N
pure nickel. Experimental work shows a very similar beha
ior, except that the AMR ratio in Ni-rich alloys is onl
abound 6%.4 A similar discrepancy was found in the allo
system NixFe12x and was explained by a higher experime
tal residual resistivity caused by an influence not included
the calculations, such as impurities, lattice defects, or th
mal scattering.10 This additional contribution naturally re
duces the AMR ratio as is evident from the definition in E
~2!. As the experimental residual resistivity of NixCu12x is
about twice the calculated one, this explication seems v
plausible.

The concentration dependence ofa21, a is the ratio of
subband resistivitiesr↓/r↑, is also displayed in Fig. 5. Ac
cording to Eq.~6! these two quantities are not identical, b
connected viag, which is a factor thought to be related
the strength of the SOC.33 However, its concentration depen
dence is unknown and it is often assumed to be a cons
with a value of about 0.01 in the case of Ni-based alloys15

This value ofg yields AMR ratios in a satisfactory agree
ment with the experimental data in dilute alloys. Howev
for concentrated alloysg is not constant~not even in the
Ni-rich part; see Fig. 5!. One possibility for obtainingg is to
compare the fully relativistically calculated AMR ratio wit
a21. This way,g was indeed found to be strongly conce
tration dependent in the case of CoxPd12x and CoxPt12x .9

Proceeding in a similar manner here, i.e., scalinga21 to fit
the fully relativisticDr/ r̄ ~plots not shown here!, it turns out
that g varies quadratically with the Ni content, having
minimum around 93 at. % Ni in the case of NixCr12x and
with a maximum at 72 at. % Ni for NixCu12x .

For NixCr12x alloys both the fully relativistic AMR ratio
and a21 calculated scalar-relativistically are negative
long as the ferromagnetic order persists. This is quite eas
understand in terms of the two-current model, i.e., on
basis of Eq.~6!. Because the Cr-induced VBS at the Fer
level makesr↑ larger thanr↓ for Ni content above the criti-
cal concentration~84.5 at. % Ni!, it follows that a5r↓/r↑

,1.
As it was demonstrated by the AMR measurements

Stampe and Williams,17 the magnetic phase transition
NixCu12x is strongly influenced by percolation. As one c
see in the inset of Fig. 5~bottom!, our CPA-based calcula
tions cannot follow closely this process, although some
the calculated AMR ratio values agree well with those m
sured. The reason for this is that the CPA calculations
ns

ff,
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follow the fractional power concentration dependence of
spin magnetic moment as predicted by percolation theo45

only in the nearest vicinity of the critical concentration~al-
though the third-power dependence of the AMR ratio on
spin magnetic moment predicted by the localized magn
model46,47 is reproduced in a very satisfactory manner by o
CPA calculations!. In conclusion, the variation of the AMR
as a function of Ni content in the transition region~i.e., be-
tween 43 and 50 at. % Ni! is caused by the spin-orbit cou
pling arising from the orbital component of the total ma
netic moment localized on the scattering sites.

IV. SUMMARY

The electronic, magnetic, and galvanomagnetic proper
of the fcc alloy systems NixCr12x and NixCu12x were inves-
tigated in two different ways: by treating the alloy fully an
scalar-relativistically. CPA-based calculations provide t
critical concentrations at which the paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic phase transition takes place with an accu
of 1 at. % Ni for both alloy systems. Furthermore, the r
sidual resistivity and AMR ratio is obtained in satisfyin
agreement with measurements. The different sign of
AMR ratio for the two alloys is correctly reproduced by th
calculations. Although the two-current model seems to w
better than the fully relativistic scheme in the paramagne
phase, the ferromagnetic phase definitively requires a f
relativistic treatment. However, the AMR for NixCu12x cal-
culated using the CPA shows a significant departure w
respect to the measured values, because the phase tran
is strongly influenced by percolation. For high Ni conten
on the other hand, the dependence of the AMR on the
concentration is reproduced.

For NixCr12x we showed that the relatively sharp peak
the density of states near the Fermi level comes from Cr
exists in the ferromagnetic as well as paramagnetic ph
The investigation of the magnetic properties of NixCr12x and
NixCu12x have shown that the departure of the calcula
average magnetic alloy moment from the expected gen
trend can be substantially reduced using the general
Slater-Pauling plot.
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